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Methods 
General Methods
• 3D post-contrast T1-weighted MRIs
• MRIs manually contoured and grouped by size for training
• Outputs f rom 3 neural networks combined into probability map
Small Tumors
• <0.5 cm diameter
• LSM (liquid state machine) ensemble and random forest 
classification
• LSM has signal separating properties to differentiate between 
small tumors and blood vessels
Medium Tumors
• 0.5-1.5 cm
• 3D CNN (convolutional neural network) 
Large and Very Large Tumors
• Large: 1.5-3 cm; Very large: >3 cm
• U-net deep learning network is effective for detecting tumors 
that occupy large areas
Hypothesis 
We hypothesize that an ensemble including three different 
neural networks (each better suited for specific tumor sizes) 
will optimize segmentation for all sizes of brain metastases.
Figure 1. Inter-observer variability in manual segmentation3
Background
• Phy sicians manually  contour tumors to def ine targets f or 
radiation therapy  and to track tumor v olumes
• Manual contouring is prone to inter- and intra-observ er 
v ariability
• Machine-learning segmentation could increase consistency  




• LSM ensemble detected small tumors with 90-100% probability 
and no f alse positives
• Single LSM and CNN y ielded false positives of 80-100% 
probability
Conclusions
• LSM ensemble can detect tumors <0.5cm without false 
positiv es
• CNN in dev elopment to detect medium tumors
• U-net in dev elopment to detect (very) large tumors
• Combination of these 3 neural networks can auto-segment 
tumors in a clinical setting
• Consistent segmentation may improve treatment outcomes in 
a quantitative outcomes assessment
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Figure 3. LSM ensemble and random forest classifier for small tumors1
Figure 4. 3D CNN for medium tumors1 Figure 6. a. CNN results b. Single LSM results c. LSM ensemble results1
Results (continued)
• Ov er 900 data points verified to train 3D CNN for medium 
tumors
• The Bay esian CNN will output probability and uncertainty
• U-net is being developed to detect (very) large tumors





Figure 7. Bayesian CNN model
